A pair of recent studies shows that congenital blindness can have significant consequences for the functioning of the visual system after sight restoration, particularly if that restoration is delayed.
Cataracts cause one third of all cases of blindness worldwide [1] . Although nowadays cataracts are readily treated surgically (and potentially in the near future even using eye-drops [2] ), these techniques are not equally accessible worldwide. The case of Claude Monet, who went blind late in life, illustrates the debilitating consequences of cataracts ( Figure 1 ). Was Monet genetically predisposed to be the originator of impressionism, or was his pioneering role as a painter influenced by a critical period of visual development? What would he have painted if he had been blind during childhood? Disentangling the respective contributions of biological constraints and experience and their neural bases are important challenges for neuroscientists.
The visual system has long been used as a model to study this so-called naturenurture debate: is one born an impressionist master or can this be learnt? Two recent studies [3, 4] in Current Biology addressed precisely how early-life blindness reorganises the brain and influences the ability to see again after corrective surgery. Which functions are innate, which require early-life experience, and which can be (re)trained at any time in life?
McKyton et al. [3] show that, while sight-restored individuals can see, they do not always perceive occlusion between objects. Thus, certain visual functions rely on the integrity of sight during early life and seem to not be restored even after sight recovery (unless, possibly, following specialised training; see below). Collignon et al. [4] demonstrate how hearing recruits otherwise visual brain regions following just short-term loss of vision during early life. Their findings show that early crossmodal reorganisation can persist into adulthood, years after vision has been restored. Together, these studies not only provide new insights regarding optimal times for developing brain functions, but also emphasise how brain plasticity extends across canonical boundaries between the senses.
Part of Hubel and Wiesel's Nobel prizewinning research revealed that 'critical periods' -time intervals beyond which a function is either never acquired or, if it is acquired, it is deficient in some severe way -characterise the development of brain circuits [5] . While animal studies provide one way to parametrically investigate the importance of critical periods for sensory functions [6] , similar work in humans meets obvious ethical constraints. Children born with cataracts thus present a unique opportunity, particularly when they are born in countries where surgical correction may not be readily available. Pioneering projects (http://prakashcenter.org/ projectprakash/) [7] are not only helping to treat blind children in the developing world, but also paving the way for the more rigorous investigations of visual function development and neural plasticity in humans, such as those discussed here.
McKyton et al. [3] tested visual functions regained after years of visual deprivation. They studied 11 Ethiopian children and teenagers who were 5-10 years old when their cataracts were operated and then tested either immediately after recovery from the surgery or up to 7 years post-surgery. The authors targeted specifically low-level and mid-level visual functions: the former being discriminations based on colour, size, or shape; and the latter shape discriminations based on occlusion, shading, orientation, or illusory contours. Earlier studies had been limited either to single cases or to intermingled low-level and mid-level vision contributions.
McKyton et al.'s [3] patients could successfully perform the low-level vision tasks, but their mid-level functions were overall impaired when compared to those of sighted controls (who viewed highly blurred versions of the stimuli as a way of equalising contrast-sensitivity functions across groups). By contrast, a 'comparison' group of patients with cataracts corrected within the first two years of life (and tested 3-13 years later) performed well on both kinds of tasks. Thus, McKyton et al. [3] provide the first evidence showing how critical early cataract correction is for the healthy development of skills enabling object discrimination in naturalistic viewing conditions.
Certain aspects of the McKyton et al. [3] study, however, require qualification. Most notably, there was considerable variability across the patients and tasks.
Patients' performance frequently followed a bimodal distribution: when discriminating objects defined by illusory contours (see [8] for a review of neural mechanisms) some patients performed at near-ceiling levels (similar to controls), while others performed at roughly chance levels. Other illusions seem more resilient to early-life blindness: another study [9] reported recently in Current Biology actually found that 100% of newlysighted children and teenagers tested within two months of their sightrestoration surgeries were sensitive to visual illusions of perceived size.
Generally, to understand the real extent of visual deprivation driving cortical reorganisation, it is fundamental to establish as precisely as possible the level of pre-surgical vision in newly-sighted individuals. To qualify for corrective surgery, light sensitivity must be intact, indicative of a partially active retinogeniculo-striatal pathway. This may explain how some visual functions are so rapidly restored.
Another consideration is the degree of experience-dependence of the studied visual functions. The oddballdiscrimination tasks used by McKyton et al. [3] may have tapped into experience-dependent processes [10] , in contrast to the illusions reported in Gandhi et al. [9] . The role of experience can indeed be profound, a point emphasised by the way that what is nominally a visual function can be mediated entirely by inputs from another sensory modality (see below). Because objects and their semantics are also experienced through other senses, particularly in visually-impaired children, mental representations may be established from which to draw upon after sight-restoration (though with limits, see [11] ). Such considerations notwithstanding, the study of McKyton et al. [3] provides important new insights into the types of visual functions that are robust against early-life sensory deprivation.
Collignon et al. [4] provide similarly important contributions to the debated role of critical periods in brain plasticity. Inspired by the fact that congenital, irreversible blindness drives the occipital cortex -typically devoted to vision -to respond to auditory stimulation [12] , the authors reasoned that a limited period of early-life visual deprivation might suffice to trigger life-long crossmodal reorganisation. Their participants performed two duration-judgment tasks, involving either voices or horizontally moving sounds, while functional magnetic resonance imaging data were acquired. The findings are in line with the role of critical periods in brain plasticity: soundinduced activity was found to be enhanced, relative to sighted controls, within the cuneus portion of occipital cortices of the 11 Canadian adults who had experienced short-term (9-238 days) visual deprivation at birth as a result of dense bilateral cataracts.
A major strength of the Collignon et al. [4] study is careful control of the patients' history; this is particularly important as light perception is frequently present in cataract patients to varying degrees despite impaired or absent pattern vision. Moreover, the loci of the effects did not vary across the two auditory tasks; this lack of task selectivity may be driven by the short duration of the visual deprivation (see, for example, [12] for a review of effects of longer visual deprivation). Lastly, Collignon et al. [4] employed state-of-the-art functional connectivity and demonstrated a cortico-cortical, rather than subcortically-mediated, auditory-visual pathway (though the precise source(s) of auditory inputs require further scrutiny). Collectively, these neuroimaging data are consistent with a mechanism whereby crossmodal connectivity, ordinarily pruned over the course of development in sighted individuals, is preserved due to early-life visual deprivation, even short-term (corrected early in childhood), and may serve as a scaffolding guiding vision restoration following surgical corrections.
Does the extent of plasticity impact how newly-sighted individuals regain visual functions? This remains to be determined. Until then, some striking insights about the pluripotency of 'visual' occipital cortices come from the research areas of multisensory-processing and sensory-substitution. Evidence across a full palette of neuroimaging methods demonstrates that in healthy, sighted individuals, behaviourally relevant multisensory interactions take place in primary visual cortices [13] . While this pervasiveness of multisensory processes has far-reaching theoretical implications regarding the organisation of perception, its utility has been practically demonstrated through sight restoration via sensory-substitution devices or other approaches, including bionic implants [12] . One family of sensory-substitution devices translates images into so-called 'soundscapes' that individuals learn to use to see [12, 14, 15] . After a relatively short training of 30-70 hours, some are able to recognise naturalistic objects, read text/numbers, or even discriminate facial expressions and body postures [12] . Even congenitally blind users can exhibit these skills, achieving acuity above the WHO thresholds for blindness [16] . An organising principle of the brain in general and the visual cortices in particular may thus follow the perceptual function the cortices subserve, rather than the sensory inputs they ordinarily receive [12] .
Collectively, the findings of McKyton et al. [3] , Gandhi et al. [5] and Collignon et al. [4] provide a wholly new perspective on the nature-nurture debate, enriching also the insights offered by sensorysubstitution devices: A given brain region may have a relatively constrained nature with regard to its structure (for example, connections) and function (for example, computations), while simultaneously allowing for the nurturing of these by experience [17] . Unless provided by an altogether novel sensory modality, the ability of these experiences to restore functions lost due to early-life blindness might be substantially limited.
Neurorehabilitation and teaching must incorporate this new perspective. The first of the co-authors of this dispatch has an accent speaking French, despite overall fluency, obvious to any native-speaker, whereas his bilingual children can easily pronounce not only ''tree''/''three'', but also ''un''/''en'' and Giverny (/Jzee-VAIRnie/). Would a curriculum combining current advances in multisensory learning [18] with pharmacological interventions [19] make him sound like a native Frenchspeaker?
